1. Adoption of the agenda

2. Approval of the summary record of the Committee’s session held during the 138th IPU Assembly in Geneva (March 2018)

3. Elections to the Bureau of the Standing Committee
   The Committee will fill the existing vacancies on the Bureau, based on proposals from the geopolitical groups.

4. Parliamentary contribution to the 2018 UN Climate Change Conference
   On 9 December, the IPU and the Polish Parliament will organize a Parliamentary Meeting in conjunction with COP24 in Krakow, Poland. The Committee will be briefed on practical arrangements for the Meeting. Committee members will also exchange views on a draft outcome document.

5. Debate on the theme of the draft resolution entitled *The role of fair and free trade and investment in achieving the SDGs, especially regarding economic equality, sustainable infrastructure, industrialization and innovation*
   The debate will be organized around the theme of the Committee’s draft resolution expected to be adopted at the 140th Assembly in Buenos Aires. The debate will provide the co-Rapporteurs with initial information about how IPU Member Parliaments wish to approach this issue.

6. Panel discussion on “Taking forward the IPU resolution entitled *Engaging the private sector in implementing the SDGs, especially on renewable energy*”
   The 138th IPU Assembly adopted the resolution entitled *Engaging the private sector in implementing the SDGs, especially on renewable energy*. The panel discussion will focus on ways to implement the resolution as well as good practices that parliaments can share from their engagement in this area.

7. Any other business